FROM YOUR VISION TO SEAMLESS
COMMUNICATION. THIS IS DATA, EMPOWERED.

TM

Visit www.appatura.com to learn more.

GET TO KNOW DOCUBUILDER.
DocuBuilder is our advanced content management platform that makes document
publishing more efficient and accurate, helping mutual funds companies cut the
time they spend managing content by up to 30-40%. Here’s how we do it:
CONTENT

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Granular content components
are the building blocks of
your documents. A content
component can be a single
number or a table, a sentence
or group of paragraphs,
an image or chart, or even
another document.

Our platform gives you the
ability to deliver approved
content through various
channels and formats,
including pdf, json, xml,
excel, word, InDesign and
others to eliminate tedious
conversion processes.

METADATA

STYLIZED OUTPUT
BUSINESS RULES

Surrounding your content
with rich meaning, or
MetaData, prepares it for
automated repurposing.

Our intuitive interface allows
you to apply business and
presentation rules around
every piece of content for
any consumer.

Our system makes it possible
to generate stylized outputs
at the click of a button. Your
content can be assembled,
distributed, disseminated,
pushed, pulled, viewed and
delivered in virtually any way.

GET TO KNOW
APPATURA.
WHO IS APPATURA?
We are innovators, workflow experts
and technology enthusiasts. Since
1993, we’ve been helping clients spend
less time shuffling data around, and
more time meeting their goals.

HOW HAS APPATURA EVOLVED?
Formerly known as Data Communiqué,
we’ve been helping clients manage
their content for decades. Our
technology has evolved over the years,
but our customer service has remained
the cornerstone of our brand.

WHAT SETS APPATURA APART?
HOW DOES DOCUBUILDER WORK?
DocuBuilder uses granular content technology to transform disparate pieces of data
into one cohesive content ecosystem. With DocuBuilder, you can make a change in one
document and automatically update it across multiple channels.

HOW MUCH TIME CAN DOCUBUILDER SAVE MY COMPANY?

30-40%

We strive to develop meaningful
partnerships with our clients through
24/7 customer support, weekly
meetings, and our online DocuBuilder
Service Desk.

HOW CAN APPATURA SAVE YOU TIME?

Clients save an average of 30-40% of the time they spend managing content when they
switch to DocuBuilder. We are experts at workflow and helping clients become more efficient.

WHAT CAN DOCUBUILDER
DO FOR MY COMPANY?

WHAT CAN DOCUBUILDER
DO FOR MY EMPLOYEES?

WHAT CAN DOCUBUILDER
DO FOR MY BOTTOM LINE?

With DocuBuilder you can
easily update fact sheets,
marketing materials and
more, and publish them
across multiple channels.
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DocuBuilder
helps you
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cover
all
of
your
compliance
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bases while eliminating the
risk for human error.

Employees can enjoy
greater flexibility and
collaboration with
DocuBuilder. It allows many
people to work in the same
1
document
at the same
9
3
time,
eliminating
the need
6
for constant emailing back
and forth.

With less time spent
managing content, you
can spend more time
going somewhere with it.
We’re experts at helping
1
you
simplify your document
9
3
management
process,
6
so you can focus on
innovation instead.

With DocuBuilder, thousands of
documents and hundreds of thousands
of components become a library of
just hundreds. With fewer components,
the time needed to push materials to
market is reduced from weeks to days.
The time is takes to proof documents is
reduced from days to minutes, and the
time required to make edits is reduced
from hours to minutes.
Increase Accuracy: Each component
exists in one place, despite being used
across many channels. This means
all versions of your message are
identical, reducing editing time and
guaranteeing consistency.

GET IN TOUCH.
65 Challenger Road, Suite 400
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660
1-800-277-2155 | info@appatura.com

